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General Marshall and the enemy's main military forces lay
hundreds of miles of desert. In Palestine, on the other
hand, he was within reach. In Palestine, therefore, the
offensive against Turkey was renewed.
In September, General Alienby began his advance which at
once brought about a westerly movement of the enemy's divi-
sions in the Caucasus and Persia. The threats towards Persia
from Baku and Tabriz died away, and the remnant of the
Sixth Army was left in isolation on the Tigris.
General Marshall determined to dispose of it by attacking
it in its position at the Fatha Gorge. His transport was
considerably strained by the demands made upon it for
the maintenance of fe Norperforceys and for collecting the
harvest on the Lower Euphrates, but,, by withdrawing
practically all transport vehicles from the formations and
units which would not be actually engaged in the advance, he
was just able to make and maintain a forward movement.
By the middle of October he was ready. Shortage of
land transport confined Mm to making a frontal attack
up the Tigris instead of outflanking the Fatha position
from the north, but by a bold and well-planned operation, he
inflicted a heavy defeat upon the enemy. By dawn on
October 30th, a large portion of the Sixth Army had been
entirely surrounded by the British Cavalry and pursuit of the
remainder had been organised. On Fovember 1st, when the
head of the British column had reached a point within twelve
miles of Mosul, an Armistice with Turkey was declared. Two
days later, in accordance with a clause in the terms of the
Armistice,, British troops entered Mosul.
The Campaign was over. In November, 1918, Hesopo-
tamia from Mosul to the Persian Gulf, from the Kurdish
mountains to the Syrian desert was under British sway.
Militarily, Turkish influence was destroyed; politically, it was
—for the moment—wiped out.

